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Judicial review of constitutional amendments may be procedural or substantive. For a leading analysis on this distinction as well as the difficulty of identifying the line separating procedure from substance, see generally KEMAL GOZLER, *JUDICIAL REVIEW OF CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS: A COMPARATIVE STUDY* (2008) (inquiring into the practice and theory of judicial review of formal amendments around the world). 276.
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Authority to Review Constitutional Norms At the outset, it has to be admitted that the court is correct in its observation that the global trend, albeit some exceptions, is moving towards acceptance of the idea of judicial review of constitutional amendments. 12 There is also little doubt regarding the limited power of the constitutional legislature under the Czech Constitution. ... Krishna Iyer (Universal Law Publishing Co 2012) 240; For a review of different judicial approaches see also Kemal Gozler, *Judicial Review of Constitutional Amendments - A Comparative Study* (Ekin Press 2008); Gary Jeffrey Jacobsohn, 'An Unconstitutional Constitution?'
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And in Brazil, like in several other countries, the unamendable provision is enforced through substantive judicial review of constitutional amendments, aimed to ensure that the constitutional amendment power does not exceed its limits. True, while the Constitution does not entrench an 1 On the constitutional amendment procedure in Brazil, see MAIA, Luciano ... Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017. p. 129. * On judicial review of constitutional amendments in Brazil, see MENDES, Conrado H~ibner, *Judicial Review of Constitutional Amendments* in the Brazilian Supreme Court.
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Ustavno sodišče je s tem jasno zavyrilo mejo med politiko in pravom: spreminjanje ustave ostaja »v polju politike«, predstavniški organ pa ima tako vsaj eno ustavno dopustno pot, da presež odločitev ustavnega sodišča, s katerim se ne strinja: spremembo ustave.92 Vsak od dejavnikov v tem razmerju tako ohranja prostor svoje suverenosti: ustavno sodišče v vsakodnevem delovanju države, kjer mora predstavniški organ spoštovati zahteve ustave, predstavniški organ pa v tistih izjemnih okoliščinah, ko demokratično Kakovosten pregled takih pristojnosti ponuja Kemal Gozler: Judicial Review of Constitutional Amendments - A Comparative Study.
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